V.I.A.™ - Install Data in the Skin
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NOTE: Refer to RFID labels and layout drawings to
determine correct locations and orientation for product.

1a. Measure from the centerline of the vertical on the
frame to the center of the mounting bracket assembly
for the horizontal measurement. Install screws using a
long extension and T30 bit.
NOTE: Centerline may not be exact.

1b. Mounting bracket assembly has slots both
vertically and horizontally for hole alignment when skin
is installed.
5/16-18 SELF
THREADING SCREW

NOTE: When installing onto a
monitor frame use #10 x 1/2”
long self threading screws to
mount brackets, (not supplied
by Steelcase).

1b

MONITOR FRAME
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2. Feed the cables through the access holes of the
box and out the face of the box.
Determine the manufacture of the data jack and
match this to the related jack holder. Use the
assembly direction given with the “data tree”.
3. Snap the related jack holder into the faceplate
(3a). Feed the cable(s) through the shim plate and
snap the jack into the jack holder (3b).
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4. Attach the faceplate assembly to the box with the
screws provided.

3a
3b
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5. Manage cables horizontally by using cable ties. It’s
recommended that cables should be supported every 54”.
Feed the cable ties through the intermediate support (as
shown) and let the cables hang 6” from the bottom of the rail.
This will allow clearance for the skin mounting bracket.
6. Fine tune the data box location on the skin.
Position the skin and push towards the data box. Fine tune the
data box placement within the hole on the skin by adjusting
horizontally and vertically (See step 1b), then tighten screws
on the mounting bracket assembly.
7. Install the skin.
See assembly direction # 939502320 for proper and complete
installation.
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8. Install the trim bezel.

TRIM
BEZEL

If the back skin is not installed, have one person push the
data box toward the front skin while pushing the trim bezel on
for a tight fit.
If the back skin is installed, turn the adjustment screw with a
flat-bladed screwdriver until you contact the installed back skin
to provide a tight fit when installing the trim bezel.
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ADJUSTMENT
SCREW
BACK SKIN
INSTALLED
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When brackets share the intermediate rail location

Stagger the screws when brackets align or
are offset on top of each other.
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